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About This Game

You are John Dalton, an ex-Marine assigned to patrol the edge of human space as a Marshal for the Terran Colonial Authority.
Unexpectedly, your monotonous life is shattered by a chilling distress signal, plunging you into an adventure beyond belief.

Violent turmoil among the races has erupted on your watch. Thrust into a conflict that will determine the fate of the galaxy, you
are humanity's only hope for salvation. Only you can prevent the Awakening.

Not Your Average Mission - Command a team of marines defending a ravaged base. Infiltrate an enemy stronghold.
Rescue the trapped survivor of an alien raid. With a demanding array of objectives, you have one overriding goal -
survival. Be ready for anything.
Unreal Graphics and Sound - Awe-inspiring graphics immerse you in a swarm of alien worlds full of breathtaking
scenery and brutal action. 3D sound envelops you in hailstorms of bullets, mind-jarring explosions and the eerie chatter
of alien tongues.
From Your Mind to the Game - Use the included Unreal Editor software to create your own levels of Unreal play.
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Design your own game mods and challenge others to enter your personal Unreal Universe.

© 2003, Epic Games, Inc. All rights reserved. Epic, Epic Games, Unreal, and Unreal II are trademarks or registered trademarks
of Epic Games, Inc. in the United States of America and elsewhere.
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Unreal was great; Unreal 2 less so. The game is packed with creative and imaginative environments spoiled by mediocre
gameplay and a bargain-bin story. This is a sad example of what happens when people try to continue franchises that don't
neccessarily need continuation. It also suffers from a lack of replayability and multiplayer, which is part of what made the
franchise great, and subsequently part of what spoils this otherwise beautiful game. If you're looking for a high quality shooter
that's held up over time, look elsewhere. However, if you can ignore the 'meh' qualities, it's certainly worth a few hours of your
time.

Pros
--------------------------------
+ Excellent Art Design
+ Beautiful Visuals

Cons
--------------------------------
- Shallow, Dull Story
- Unbalanced Gameplay
- No Multiplayer

Read my full review here:

http://www.keengamer.com/article/14190_unreal-2-the-awakening-review. Awful. A true insult to the Unreal series.

Unreal and Unreal Tournament are my two favourite FPS's of all time, Unreal offers a beautiful fast paced single player
adventure with Awesome Multiplayer and Unreal Tournament IS Awesome Multiplayer. Unreal 2 is Neither.

This game has no reason bearing the name 'Unreal'. The ONLY connections to the previous games are a few similar weapons
and the incredibly forced appearance of the Skaarj. That's it. The only other reason it has the name is because it uses the Unreal
Engine, which is absolutely stupid, it would make as much sense calling XIII Unreal 3 or Dishonored Unreal 4!

Storywise the game offers nothing, you play as a generic Space Marine whose role is to fly around the universe with his
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Stripper/Captain, an engineer who was probably homeless before this job and the Unreal universes version of Jar Jar Binks.
None of whom have much in the way of personality, general likability or interest.

Weapons in a Nutshell: The Dispersion Pistol from the first game, Except it can't be upgraded and is never used. A pistol which
delivers a lot of damage but has low ammo, rarely used. A generic Assault Rifle (how creative). A shotgun that fires both
regular rounds and fire rounds (kinda cool). A Flamethrower that can also fire flammable liquid and then be ignited (or you
could just set the target of fire initially showoff). A Rocket launcher. A Sniper Rifle. A Gun that has interchangable rounds, yet
you rarely find a use for each individual round, ultimately creating a mess of a weapon, 2 alien laser guns. A gun that shoots
spiders (less coll than you would think). And a Black Hole Launcher that is only used in the last level.

There is an Escort mission in this game, and the guy you have to escort makes Natalya from Goldeneye seem like Elizabeth
from Bioshock Infinite. He is such an annoying whiny ♥♥♥♥♥ and you just want to kill him, but killing the guy results in a
game over. To rub it in your face, when you beat that level there is a cutscene where Blandy McSpace-Awesome is told to kill
him, and he refuses, you don't even get a choice, you just watch as the game gives you the finger.

Levels are slow and empty, they usually contain few enemies, the game appears to be playing like Half-Life yet the enemies are
all laid out like Splinter Cell, this is a Bad Thing. There is no exploration either, one of the things that made the first game so
good was that you had to explore to survive, you found something new each time you played, this game does not, and as such
has no replay value.

The Biggest sin of the game is that IT IS SOOOOOO SSLLLOOOOOWWWW. Your character moves like he is wearing Lead
Armour and there are sections of the game that make you roam your ship just to talk initiate random chatter with people you
don't care about, This coming from a series famous for it's fast action gameplay. Oh and the game is 6 HOURS LONG! The
fact you move to slow feels like a cheap way to artificially lengthen the game.

To Spoil the ending (Because this is one of the worst games I have ever played); Your Crew gets killed (I think you are supposed
to care) and you are then sent to see some alien mutate into an uncontrollable beast, This is the Final boss btw. When you kill it
you get the aforementioned BFG Black Hole gun and you kill a bunch of identical and now inferior mutants, against an artificial
timer as the ship heads to a sun. Oh and turns out some random guy you forgot about betrayed you and you kill him in a
cutscene. Offscreen. You don't even get to see the impact. And you escape.

Honestly one of the Worst FPS games ever, and it's a shame because the developers clearly put more effort into the art design
than the actual game. Yes, despite everything I've said the sole positive feature is that the game looks REALLY good. But other
than that there is NOTHING. Oh and there is no Multiplayer either, yes, the series that managed to redefine multiplayer
experience has a game with none at all. Perhaps if it an alternate name then perhaps it could jsut be forgotten about as a Generic
FPS, but the fact it shares the name with two of my favourite games is insulting.

Don't buy this. Play Unreal or Unreal Tournament instead.

FINAL VERDICT: Garbage.. The biggest plus for Unreal II is that at its release it showed off the next step in graphics,at that
time.
The game itself for me was horrible one one too many levels. Where to start?
Story: General and cheesy with low budget actors and no room for character development.
Weapons: While some have interest concepts, the weapons in this game feel like they do extremely low damage to every enemy.
Music: Generic and forgetable
I could go on like this with something negative about every aspect of the game.
To top it off the game is forcebly making the main character run VERY SLOW giving the idea that the game is longer than it
actually is and surprise,it does not have a multiplayer which is the most interesting part of the Unreal series.
Do yourself a favour and stick to the Unreal Tournament series and give this one a pass.. While not a sequel in terms of story,
Unreal 2 definitely is the next step in level design.
The excellent level design that makes the first Unreal still playable today, also makes this one worth looking into. The story (like
the first) is lifted straight out of cheezy sci-fi, and maybe that's part of the charm. Where he game excels is in the design of the
levels: Large, Open, and Complex. Each level looks and feels like actual sites would look; some are long and rambling
wilderness, others are complex colony bases.
Stunning visuals, satifying weapons, and some eye candy that helps tie it together.. I need for Steem to sync only save files not
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all♥♥♥♥♥♥profile and config after reinstal.. I'm not a big fan of the Unreal serie when it comes to single player but this is
probably as bad as it gets.

Bad combat
Slow movement
Uninteressting story
Weak level designs
A lot of crashes
Bland music

I first thought the crashing issue was another windows 10 problem but on Windows 7 it is the same thing, and to have some
enjoyment in the game you have to alter the speed with cheats or change a text file! The text fix doesn't even seem to work
properly as it resets the speed between levels.

Stay away from this one and get a decent FPS instead.. This had so much promise to it. I was highly disappointed when one of
the games most known for its fast paced action had a sequel resulting in slow, lumbering combat that sapped all possible
enjoyment out of it.

The game could have been so much more and fell right on its face.

This is one of those rare titles that desperately needs an overhaul. Someone needs to rebuild this game using a newer Unreal
engine version and speed up the movements to enhance the fun of the combat. The game could still be great one day if it would
just be done right.. I really wish there was a sort of "in the middle" rating. I think it would apply here. Regardless, I'm just going
to ramble for a bit and call it good.

Unreal only in name. Oh - also there are Skaarj sometimes. It deviates a lot from what made Unreal popular and opts for a very
generic rooty tooty point and shooty military man style of game. It feels like Epic wasn't in the mood for a real gamble and just
made the safest bet possible. Some good examples of some games in similar boats would be Doom 3 and Quake 4. They're
sequels, sort of, but it feels like the names were used to push copies of the game more than anything. I even think Doom 3 was a
decent game (the VR mod is very well done if you have a compatible HMD) if you just pretend it's not Doom. I don't mention
Serious Sam 2 here because that game is actually just a nightmarish fever dream we all had at the same time. Also it seemed
Serious Sam 2 at least tried to stay true to Serious Sam gameplay. For the most part...

Onto Unreal 2 though. It's not necessarily bad. I enjoyed it a lot when I was younger. Playing back through it though I just
couldn't stick with it to the end. Lots of walking, lots of talking, lots of cutscenes. The problem is that none of what I just
mentioned is really done in a way that's particularly engaging. Sure every once in a while some howler monkeys come out of the
dark at you with their loud shocky sticks, but once you realize how quickly they go down, any sense of danger is almost
completely voided. The spider level is still pretty decent, but there's a lot less walking through open fields and a lot more
incinerating hordes of alien spiders with a flamethrower than most other levels have. The facility also has a somewhat
interesting design.

Game still looks decent. Most areas are at least somewhat memorable. Some for good reasons, some for bad. The characters
are... As generic as the gameplay, really.

Never tried the multiplayer. If I recall correctly, servers for it are now down. Maybe there's a fan patch to make it playable? Not
sure. What I am sure of though is that there's likely better class-based multiplayer shooter action out there, even from the same
time period.

The weapons are alright for the most part. There's a silly amount of grenade types for the launcher. I do still enjoy the clunky
mechanical sounds of the reloads, firing, etc., With the exception of that stupid shocky stick that the space monkeys use. It's
loud as hell and those monkeys are everywhere just waiting to rupture your ear drums.

I think if you're feeling an urge to play any old shooter, if your heart isn't set on Unreal 2, there are better ways to scratch that
itch. I look back on this game fondly, but it has not aged well, especially by today's standards.. One of my favorite games, and it
works flawlessly on new hardware.
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An outdated old shooter which quality mark can be placed somewhere between medium and poor. Unreal is loved by gamers for
high game speed\intensity and addicting gameplay and this one is lacking both. Don't recommend it even with discount. Still
after all this years can't understand how Epic let this thing through.... This game doesn't invalidate the full Unreal collection, but
before buying it, I would certainly make sure that it saves you money without U2, because you should not pay money for this
game.

Upon starting the game, you will be walking around, get very board with the slow walking speed, then hit Shift to speed up, only
to discover that your slow waddle was actually your running speed when you start barely moving foreward. The running speed is
unacceptably slow. Another reviewer, Resi, provided the following advice in their review:

Access console using ~
Type BeMyMonkey
Type setspeed 2

Whether this helps the game, I don't know.

Your weapons are very weak and extremely difficult to aim. The reticle often seems to have a very loose association with how
your bullets wil actually fly and this cupled with the accuracy problems and slow movement makes this a VERY frustrating
game to play through. START ON EASY! I learned the hard way.

Your efforts are rewarded with a story that is predictable from start to finish with no subtlety or spice to make the journy worth
it. You fight through generic sci-fi facilities and planets, killing generic shooter enemies (aliens with guns, humans with guns,
bugs) with the Skaarj enemies that made the original so memorable rare and watered down. For comparison, the original Unreal
barely had a story, but it explained what was going on on Na Pali with such subtlety that you didn't care. It could be the story of
a man trying to survive, or a freedom fighter, or something in the middle based only on your interpretation. Instead, we have a
muguffin hunt in space.

If you have it, try the cheats above. I will. If you don't, remember, DON'T PAY EXTRA FOR THIS GAME! There are so many
good shooters on Steam, you shouldn't have to waste your time with this one.. The last linear story game of the series..  Unreal 2
: A true lost gem 

Every time i see this game on sale , find list of top games that people put in their lists it kinda bums me out that no one mentions
unreal 2 , probably because of the misleading title. Putting this info out so that anyone who reads this will try the game out and
discovers a awesome hidden gem of a game. You will look back at the game in the end and wont believe 1) this was a unreal
game 2) something like this existed way before the bioware games like mass effect in 2003.

  1) Intro : 
 No one expected unreal 2 to be what it was , a proper fps with rpg elements, space related story what not , if you are looking for
comparisons this is the grand daddy of mass effect, anyone whos played mass effect would find instant liking and solace in this
game. Heck i even bought this game expecting a sweet multiplayer experience like in unreal tournament, how far was that in this
game....

  2) Story :  
I could sum up the story by saying its similar to mass effect but they are so many unique experiences here that the story in the
game can stand up anything good you can compare with, starts off odd and falls in place perfectly till to the end.

In short you start off with former Marine John Dalton and his crew who are doing the low tier patrols for something they did
(avoiding spoilers) , until that fateful day they come across something, they are put in front line asap..

  3) Gameplay 
The gameplay is unique , the game just like mass effect has a bit of everything , classic fps , rpg like text choices, boss battle ,
planet jumping, space ship life, unlockable weapons . Everything alternates well so that you dont get bogged down doing the
same thing , there is also some excellent tower defense style sections where you defend a objective with soldiers , deployed
turrets , fences for waves.
The controls are awesome unreal style in no time, you will be a master blasting through whatever the game can throw at you.
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  4) Graphics:  
The graphics is pretty awesome it holds up well even for today. i guess that's expected from unreal engine games. The various
different planets and their environment plus the spaceship and its interior look great and a joy to play.

  5) Music 
It exists apart from a few boosting tunes nothing much to remember by

 6) Multiplayer  : this is the sore part , when the game first shipped it barely had any multiplayer at all , it was added in later
and it's just boring, Get unreal tournament 2004 if you are looking for multiplayer fun there is none here.

Final Thoughts , back in the day i was blown away with how much depth the story in this game had only experienced something
like this again in mass effect. A easy buy at any price .

 Score 8/10
Pros: Great story , levels , game play , graphics , replay value.
Cons : Multiplayer, misleading title (barely relates to unreal).

PS: Buy it Play it Recommend it to the lost souls who suffered through two terrible mass effect games.
PPS: Add me if you ever talk how the story of this game was. Have always loved discussing it.. Why does this game
exist? Has nothing to do with story of first unreal or unreal tournement. Everything is generic, the weapons, the sounds, and the
short missions. most of the backround for all the characters is told to a robot who ask questions about them. At least the person
who did the steam controller layout did a great job, kuddos to them.. Unreal 2 was amongst the first games to use Unreal Engine
2, Epic's technology that for years rivalled with id software's own engine. Still, after the first Unreal we had to wait 5 years for
this and 2003 was just a year before 2004, the year when a lot of big names appeared; each offering something new in terms of
technology (Far Cry, Doom 3 and Half Life 2, just to name a few).

Interestingly, the developer was Legend Entertainment, the guys behind the expansion pack of the first Unreal game (the
company has since gone defunct) and it is a shame they could only come out with a generic shooter. While graphically the game
was amazing it had little to do with Skaarj, the main antagonist species we fought so hard in the first episode. The story now is
very different (but then again Quake 2 had nothing to do with Quake 1, right?); it revolves around an artifact our marine hero is
set out to retrieve.

Gameplay-wise Unreal 2 is quite exciting: with John we regularly return to his ship to converse with his companions who can
prepare us for the next mission. This hub area has free roaming characteristics until the moment you commence your next
mission which is very linear. We visit several planets; all with its own visual theme (we have deserts, snowy areas and even an
alien spaceship here) just to make the gameplay more interesting.

Too bad that there are too many cutscenes (the generic dialogues make them boring after a while) and for some unknown reason
the game only has very generic weapons. Where is the Flak Cannon we have grown to like? Here you have rifles, shotguns,
grenade launchers - all too generic even with their alternative fire mode.

The game offers a decent, 9-10 hour long campaign but not multiplayer. I understand Legend came out with an expansion just to
add the missing feature to the game. Still, Unreal 2 is a mixed bag. Its unique weapons disappeared from the sequel and while
the story was interesting there was not much to go on with the Skaarj. The voice actor for the main protagonist was a definite
miscast.

It runs well, though. There are some error messages upon launching the game but using Windows XP compatibility mode can
solve all the problems. I am upvoting it mainly for sentimental reasons (after all, it was a good pastime before the new
generation of FPS games were released in 2004) but perhaps you are better off with the Gold edition of the first game.
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